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Segmentation is one of the first steps in most computer-aided diagnosis systems for characterization
of masses as malignant or benign. In this study, the authors designed an automated method for
segmentation of breast masses on ultrasound �US� images. The method automatically estimated an
initial contour based on a manually identified point approximately at the mass center. A two-stage
active contour method iteratively refined the initial contour and performed self-examination and
correction on the segmentation result. To evaluate the method, the authors compared it with manual
segmentation by two experienced radiologists �R1 and R2� on a data set of 488 US images from
250 biopsy-proven masses �100 malignant and 150 benign�. Two area overlap ratios �AOR1 and
AOR2� and an area error measure were used as performance measures to evaluate the segmentation
accuracy. Values for AOR1, defined as the ratio of the intersection of the computer and the reference
segmented areas to the reference segmented area, were 0.82�0.16 and 0.84�0.18, respectively,
when manually segmented mass regions by R1 and R2 were used as the reference. Although this
indicated a high agreement between the computer and manual segmentations, the two radiologists’
manual segmentation results were significantly �p�0.03� more consistent, with AOR1

=0.84�0.16 and 0.91�0.12, respectively, when the segmented regions by R1 and R2 were used as
the reference. To evaluate the segmentation method in terms of lesion classification accuracy,
feature spaces were formed by extracting texture, width-to-height, and posterior shadowing features
based on either automated computer segmentation or the radiologists’ manual segmentation. A
linear discriminant analysis classifier was designed using stepwise feature selection and two-fold
cross validation to characterize the mass as malignant or benign. For features extracted from
computer segmentation, the case-based test Az values ranged from 0.88�0.03 to 0.92�0.02, indi-
cating a comparable performance to those extracted from manual segmentation by radiologists
�Az value range: 0.87�0.03 to 0.90�0.03�. © 2009 American Association of Physicists in Medi-
cine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.3110069�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonography �US� has been shown to be an effective
modality for characterizing breast masses as malignant or
benign.1–3 Stavros et al.1 achieved a sensitivity of 98.4% and
a specificity of 67.8% by use of sonography to distinguish
750 benign and malignant lesions. Taylor et al.4 demon-
strated that the combination of US with mammography in-
creased the specificity from 51.4% to 63.8%, the positive
predictive value from 48% to 55.3%, and the sensitivity from
97.1% to 97.9% in characterizing 761 breast masses.

Studies have shown that computer-aided diagnosis �CAD�
can assist radiologists in making correct decisions by provid-
ing an objective and reproducible second opinion.5–8 Accord-
ingly, CAD systems have been developed to characterize
breast masses on US images as malignant or benign. Chen
et al.9 used the autocorrelation feature extracted from regions
of interest �ROIs� containing the mass in an artificial neural
network �ANN� to classify 140 pathologically proven solid

nodules on US images. The area Az under the receiver oper-
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ating characteristic �ROC� curve was 0.96. Horsch et al.10

evaluated their CAD system on a database of 400 cases. The
average Az value of 11 independent experiments was of 0.87.
Sahiner et al.11 investigated the computerized characteriza-
tion of breast masses on 3D US volumetric images. By ana-
lyzing 102 biopsy-proven masses, they achieved an Az value
of 0.92. Joo et al.12 segmented the masses in a preselected
ROI using an automated algorithm. An experienced radiolo-
gist reviewed and corrected the segmentation result, from
which five morphological US features were extracted. An
ANN classifier was used to characterize the masses. Their
classifier was developed based on 584 histologically con-
firmed cases and was tested on an independent data set of
266 cases. The test Az value was 0.98.

In most CAD systems, lesion segmentation is one of the
first steps. In US images of breast masses, speckles, posterior
acoustic shadowing, heterogeneous image intensity inside
the mass, indistinct mass boundary, and line structures
caused by reverberation pose difficulties to segmentation.

Several research groups have proposed automated or semi-
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automated methods for segmenting masses on US images
and compared the computer segmentation with manual seg-
mentation. Chow and Huang13 used watershed transform and
active contour �AC� model to automatically segment mass
boundaries. An area overlap ratio �AOR1� was defined as the
ratio of the intersection area of the computer and manual
segmentations to the area of the manual segmentation. On an
ultrasonic data set containing 7 benign and 13 malignant
breast masses, their method achieved an average AOR1 of
0.81. In the method developed by Horsch et al.,14 after pre-
processing, potential lesion margins were determined
through gray-value thresholding, and the lesion boundaries
were determined by maximizing a utility function on the
potential lesion margins. An area overlap ratio �AOR2� was
defined as the ratio of the intersection area of the computer
and manual segmentations to the area of the union of the
two. Their automated algorithm correctly segmented 94% of
the lesions in 757 images, where correct segmentation was
defined as an AOR2 of 0.4 or higher. Madabhushi and
Metaxas15 developed an automated method to segment ultra-
sonic breast lesions, which combined intensity and texture
with empirical domain specific knowledge along with direc-
tional gradient and a deformable shape-based model. In a
data set of 42 US images, their method achieved an average
true-positive fraction of 75.1% and a false-positive fraction
of 20.9% when compared to manual segmentation. A semi-
automated mass segmentation method based on region grow-
ing was proposed by Sehgal et al.16 On a data set of 40
malignant and 40 benign masses, the mean AOR2 was
0.69�0.39 by using manual segmentation as gold standard.

Sahiner et al.11 developed an AC method to segment
breast masses on 3D US volumetric images, in which a 3D
ellipsoid drawn by a radiologist was used as an initialization
for the AC model. Our previous studies11 indicated that a
properly initialized AC model was able to adequately delin-
eate the mass boundary. However, the performance of the AC
segmentation depended on the proper estimation of an initial
contour. In the current study, we propose a new method to
segment breast masses on 2D US images. This method auto-
matically estimates an initial contour for the AC model based
on a manually identified point approximately at the mass
center, referred to as initialization point below. A two-stage
AC method iteratively refined the initial contour and per-
formed self-examination and correction on the segmentation
result, which reduced the dependence of the performance of
the AC model on initialization. In this new method, we spe-
cifically addressed how to overcome the difficulties in seg-
mentation of breast masses on US images such as shadow-
ing, heterogeneous image intensity inside the mass, and line
structures caused by reverberation. To evaluate the accuracy
of the method, we compared the computer segmentation to
two radiologists’ manual delineation. We also examined the
sensitivity of the method to the variation of the initialization
point by evaluating the segmentation performance when the
initialization point was moved to the vicinity of the radiolo-
gists’ initialization point. The goal of our CAD system is to

characterize the mass as malignant or benign. To evaluate the
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effect of the automated segmentation on our mass CAD sys-
tem, the classification accuracy based on feature spaces ex-
tracted from computer segmentation and manual segmenta-
tion and the classification accuracy of radiologists’ visual
assessment for likelihood of malignancy �LM� were com-
pared.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Figure 1 illustrates the flowchart of the segmentation
method. Based on the initialization point, an ROI which con-
tained the mass approximately at the center was automati-
cally extracted. The ROI image was then multiplied with an
inverse Gaussian function to suppress the heterogeneous im-
age intensity inside the mass. Next, a preliminary mass re-
gion was separated from the background by k-means cluster-
ing. If the preliminary mass region extended to the ROI
border, background correction was performed on the ROI
image to improve the separation between the mass region
and the background. The above steps were then repeated
again on the background-corrected image to separate an im-
proved preliminary mass region. The preliminary mass re-
gion was used as the initial contour for the AC model. To
reduce the dependence of the performance of the AC model
on initialization, a two-stage AC segmentation was imple-
mented. If the outcome of the first-stage AC met a predefined
criterion, it was used as the final result. Otherwise, it was
automatically adjusted, and the second-stage AC was per-
formed using the adjusted contour as initialization. Depend-
ing on an automated evaluation criterion, the final segmen-
tation result was selected as the resulting contour of either
the first-stage or the second-stage AC.

II.A. Data set

A data set was collected with institutional review board
�IRB� approval from the files of patients who had undergone

Automated ROI extraction

Multiply the ROI with an
inverse Gaussian function

Use clustering, morphological
operations and object selection to
obtain a preliminary mass region

Preliminary mass region extends
to ROI border?

1st stage AC segmentation

Result good?

End

Background
correction

Adjust contour and
perform 2nd stage AC

Select final result

Yes

No

Yes

No Two-stage AC
segmentation

Separation of a
preliminary
mass region
FIG. 1. Flowchart of the new segmentation method.
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breast US imaging in the Department of Radiology at the
University of Michigan. All US images were acquired using
a GE Logiq 700 scanner with an M12 linear array transducer.
For this study, 100 malignant and 150 benign masses from
250 patients were obtained from our malignant and benign
databases, respectively, which were consecutively collected.
The pathology of all masses was biopsy proven. The average
patient age was 52 years �range: 14–95 years�. A total of 488
US images depicting these masses were selected as described
below. The average mass size, measured as the largest diam-
eter, was 9.2 mm �range: 1.8–37.0 mm�. The average pixel
size was 103 �m �range: 75–183 �m�.

We randomly partitioned the patient cases into two sub-
sets T1 and T2, which included 129 and 121 masses, respec-
tively. For the set T1, after reading the pathology and radi-
ology reports, an experienced radiologist �R1� selected
images corresponding to the biopsy-proven mass. The radi-
ologist was asked to select two orthogonal US views for each
mass. However, for some masses two orthogonal views were
not available, and only one view was selected. In each im-
age, the radiologist identified the approximate center of the
mass, measured the mass size in two orthogonal directions,
manually outlined the mass using a graphical user interface,
and provided an LM rating, as described in more detail be-
low. A second radiologist �R2� followed the same procedure
to select and read images in the set T2. T1 included 258
images from 56 malignant and 73 benign masses, and T2
included 231 images from 44 malignant and 77 benign
masses.

After finishing the assigned set, each radiologist read the
images �identified mass center, measured mass size, manu-
ally segmented the mass, and provided LM rating� selected
by the other radiologist without accessing the pathology and
radiology reports. That is, R1 read images selected by R2
from T2 and R2 read images selected by R1 from T1. In this
manner, both radiologists read all of the selected images.
One image from set T2 contained two masses, and the two
radiologists read different masses. This image was excluded
and our final data set T2 included 230 images. The approxi-
mate mass center identified by the two radiologists were used
for computer segmentation, which was the only manual input
required for the segmentation method.

The LM rating scale covered the range of 0%–100% like-
lihood of malignancy. Because the LM estimate has large
variations and the 1% increment far exceeds the reproduc-
ibility of the reader ratings,17 we divided the scale into 12
discrete levels. An LM rating of 1 �0%� was reserved for a
definitely benign mass. Ratings of 2 and 3 represented
masses with �2% likelihood of malignancy and between 2%
and 14% likelihood of malignancy, respectively. LM ratings
of between 4 and 11 represented likelihood of malignancy
between 15% and 94%, with increments of 10% at each step.
An LM rating of 12 was reserved for masses with a likeli-
hood of malignancy �94%. The finer divisions at the low
and high ends of the scale were selected because of the sig-
nificance of the probably benign �2% threshold� and the

highly suggestive ��94%� assessments according to
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BI-RADS. The distribution of the LM ratings provided by
the two radiologists for all masses in each image are plotted
in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�, respectively. Some malignant masses
were given low LM ratings while some benign masses were
rated as highly likely to be malignant, indicating that many
of the masses may not have the typical characteristics of
malignant or benign masses. A bubble scatter plot of R1’s
and R2’s LM ratings is shown in Fig. 3. The figure indicates
that R1’s and R2’s LM ratings have high correlation.

II.B. Automated ROI extraction

In order to extract from the original US image an ROI
image which contained the mass approximately at the center,
we estimated the initial boundary points of the mass by
searching for the largest gradient points surrounding the
mass center. The original image was first smoothed by con-
volving with a Gaussian filter ��=1.5 pixels� to remove
noise. Let �cx ,cy� denote the coordinate of the initialization
point in the original image. Starting from �cx ,cy�, L radial
lines at equal angular increments were generated, as shown
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FIG. 2. Distribution of LM ratings provided by �a� R1 and �b� R2.
in Fig. 4. Let p= �xr,l ,yr,l� denote a point on the lth radial line
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where r is the distance between the point and �cx ,cy�. The
gradient g�xr,l ,yr,l� was calculated as the difference of the
average image intensity in two approximately 11
�11 pixel square regions S1 and S2, one on each side of
�xr,l ,yr,l�, and with an orientation determined by the lth radial
line as shown in Fig. 4,

g�xr,l,yr,l� = ĪS1�xr,l,yr,l� − ĪS2�xr,l,yr,l� , �1�

where ĪS1 and ĪS2 represent the average image intensities in
the square regions S1 and S2 of the smoothed image, respec-
tively. The distance of S1 to the initialization point is larger
than that of S2. The gradient is expected to be large and
positive when �xr,l ,yr,l� is on the mass boundary.

In US images, some breast structures or line structures
caused by reverberation may have strong edges. If we simply
take the maximum gradient point along each radial line as
the initial mass boundary point, those points with high gra-
dient but not on the mass boundary may be detected. In order
to reduce the chance of choosing spurious high gradient
points as initial mass boundary points, we designed a
method, described below, to search for the highest total gra-
dient strength among annular regions of various sizes and
shapes surrounding the mass. A region with the highest total
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FIG. 3. The correlation between LM ratings of R1 and R2.
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gradient strength would most likely contain the largest num-
ber of mass boundary points, thus mitigating the effect of
individual high gradient nonboundary points.

A sequence of concentric rings �k centered at the initial-
ization point was defined to constrain the region for search-
ing the largest gradient points along the radial lines �Fig. 4�.
In a given ring �k, the maximum gradient gmax�k , l� along
each radial line l was found by moving p along l within �k.
The gradient strength Gk in the ring �k was defined as the
sum of gmax�k , l� over L radial lines:

Gk = �
l=1

L

gmax�k,l� . �2�

The ROI containing the mass was defined based on the ring
�k that had the highest gradient strength Gk, as described
below in more detail.

The search region constrained by the ring �k on the lth
radial line was represented by the start radius rstart�k , l� and
the end radius rend�k , l� which are the distances from the
mass center to the inner rim and outer rim of the ring on the
lth radial line, respectively. The relationship between
rstart�k , l� and rend�k , l� was defined as

rend�k,l� = rstart�k,l� + Rrange, l = 1,2, . . . ,L , �3�

where Rrange=30 pixels in our implementation. To define dif-
ferent rings covering different mass shapes, the start radius
was initialized using an ellipse with long axis a and short
axis b,

rstart�1,l� =�a2 cos2�2�

L
l� + b2 sin2�2�

L
l� ,

l = 1,2, . . . ,L , �4�

and then was varied iteratively by

rstart�k + 1,l� = rstart�k,l� + 	r, l = 1,2, . . . ,L . �5�

The corresponding end radius for the �k+1�th ring was cal-
culated using Eq. �3�. The iteration continues until one of the
end radii rend�k , l�, l=1,2 , . . . ,L, reached the border of the
image. The value of 	r was chosen as 6 pixels after experi-
menting with a range of pixels. Two consecutive rings there-
fore overlapped by 24 pixels radially.

We used different initializations for the start radius by
varying the long axis a and short axis b. First, a was fixed at
r0 and b was varied as r0 ,2r0 ,3r0. . . until the end radius
reached the border of the image. Then, b was fixed at r0 and
a was varied as r0 ,2r0 ,3r0. . . until the end radius reached the
border of the image. The value of r0 was set to 6 pixels.
Different pairs of a and b defined different ellipse shapes for
the initialization of the start radius. When a=b=r0, the shape
of the ring is circular.

After the ring that had the highest gradient strength was
obtained by comparing the gradient strength Gk over all rings
for a given pair of a and b and over all pairs of a and b, the
maximum gradient points along the radial lines in that ring

were regarded as the estimated initial mass boundary points.
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Based on these estimated boundary points, an ROI image
R�i , j� �i� �1,w� and j� �1,h�� was extracted from the origi-
nal image. The dimensions of the ROI, width w and height h,
were estimated as the smallest rectangle containing all initial
mass boundary points with slight expansion in all directions
in order to include the mass margins within the ROI image.
The amount of the expansion was chosen to be 30% of the
size of the rectangle. Figures 5 and 6 show two examples, in
which �a�, �b�, and �c� show the original image, estimated
initial mass boundary points, and defined ROI region, re-
spectively. In these two examples, R1’s initialization point
was used for computer segmentation.

II.C. Separation of preliminary mass region

The heterogeneous image intensity inside the mass makes
it difficult to separate a preliminary mass region from the
background directly by clustering. To suppress the heteroge-
neous intensity inside the mass, we multiplied the ROI image
with an inverse Gaussian function:

RG�i, j� = R�i, j���1 − G�i, j�� , �6�

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

FIG. 5. Segmentation example of an irregular malignant mass: �a� original
image; �b� estimated initial mass boundary points �marked by •� using R1’s
initialization point �marked by x�; �c� estimated ROI region; �d� extracted
ROI after being multiplied by an inverse Gaussian function; �e� preliminary
mass region resulting from clustering and object selection; �f� ROI image
after background correction; �g� refined preliminary mass region contour
which was used as initialization of AC segmentation; �h� first-stage AC
segmentation; �i� adjusted contour; �j� second-stage AC segmentation which
was chosen as final computer segmentation; �k� R1’s manual segmentation;
�l� R2’s manual segmentation.
where
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G�i, j� = exp�−
�i − cx̂�2

2�x
2 −

�j − cŷ�2

2�y
2 �

and �cx̂ ,cŷ� is the radiologist’s initialization point in the ROI
image. The width of the Gaussian function in the horizontal
and vertical directions depended on �x and �y, which were
determined by the width and height of the ROI image,

�x =
w

4
, �y =

h

4
. �7�

Next, k-means clustering18 was applied to RG�i , j� which re-
sulted in one or several disjoint objects. Morphological
filtering19 and object selection were then operated on the
binary image as follows: Closing �circular structuring ele-
ment with a radius of 3 pixels� was first implemented to
connect white pixels and smooth object boundary. Hole fill-
ing was then applied to fill holes in objects, and erosion
�circular structuring element with a radius of 5 pixels� was
employed to cut off additional structures from the main ob-
jects. Object selection was performed by removing small ob-
jects and objects with a centroid-to-ROI center distance

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

FIG. 6. Segmentation example of a spiculated malignant mass: �a� original
image; �b� estimated initial mass boundary points �marked by •� using R1’s
initialization point �marked by x�; �c� estimated ROI region; �d� extracted
ROI after being multiplied by an inverse Gaussian function; �e� preliminary
mass region resulting from clustering and object selection; �f� ROI image
after background correction; �g� refined preliminary mass region contour
which was used as initialization of AC segmentation; �h� first-stage AC
segmentation; �i� adjusted contour; �j� second-stage AC segmentation which
was chosen as final computer segmentation; �k� R1’s manual segmentation;
�l� R2’s manual segmentation.
larger than one-quarter of the ROI width or height and then
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finding the largest remaining object. Dilation operation �cir-
cular structuring element with a radius of 5 pixels� was per-
formed on the selected object, the result of which was the
preliminary mass region. Figures 5�d� and 6�d� show ex-
amples of the inverse-Gaussian-filtered image RG�i , j�, and
Figs. 5�e� and 6�e� show the objects selected as the prelimi-
nary mass region.

The preliminary mass region obtained above was ex-
pected to be contained within the ROI. However, in some
cases, the preliminary mass region extended to the ROI bor-
der, as shown in the examples in Figs. 5�e� and 6�e�. One
possible reason for this was extensive posterior or side shad-
owing. Using the preliminary mass region containing shad-
owing as initialization for AC segmentation might result in
an inaccurate segmentation. Therefore, the preliminary mass
region was automatically checked. If it extended to the ROI
border, background correction was performed by utilizing an
exponential mask to increase the image intensity near the
border of the original ROI image and thus to improve the
separation between the mass region and the background. The
exponential mask was defined as

RE�i, j� = R�i, j� + C0
� exp�− 
�i, j�� , �8�

in which C0 and 
�i , j� depended on which border of the ROI
the preliminary mass region extended to. For example, if the
preliminary mass region extended to the bottom of the ROI,
C0 was the average image intensity in a rectangular region at
the bottom of the ROI and 
�i , j�= �h− j� / �h /d0�. We chose
d0=20 through empirical study. The mask was designed to
increase the brightness at the bottom of the ROI, and the
amount of added brightness decreased exponentially toward
the top of the ROI. Background correction with an exponen-
tial mask was intended to improve the separation between
the preliminary mass region and the background not only in
case of shadowing but whenever the initial clustering re-
sulted in an oversegmented boundary that extended to any of
the four borders of the ROI. The expressions of C0 and 
�i , j�
were computed similarly for the conditions in which the pre-
liminary mass region extended to the top, left, or right bor-
ders of the ROI by replacing �h− j� in the numerator with the
distance from the respective border. Figures 5�f� and 6�f�
show examples of the background-corrected images. After
background correction, the above steps �multiplication with
inverse Gaussian, clustering, closing, hole filling, erosion,
object selection, and dilation� were repeated on the
background-corrected ROI image to extract a refined pre-
liminary mass region. Examples of the contour of the refined
preliminary mass region are shown in Figs. 5�g� and 6�g�.

II.D. Two-stage active contour segmentation

The AC model is a high-level segmentation method that
locates the object boundary by minimizing an energy
function.20 To accurately segment the object, the energy
terms include external energy terms, which are usually de-
fined in terms of the image gray levels and the image gradi-
ent magnitude, and internal energy terms relating to features

such as the continuity and the smoothness of the object con-
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tour. The internal energy terms can compensate for noise or
apparent gaps in the image gradient, which may mislead seg-
mentation methods that do not include such terms. The mini-
mization of the energy function is usually an iterative pro-
cess. It starts from an initial contour and iteratively updates
the contour by minimizing the energy function. In our imple-
mentation, the object contour was represented by a set of
vertices. The energy of the contour was the sum of the en-
ergy of each vertex. The energy function was a linear com-
bination of four terms: gradient magnitude, continuity, cur-
vature, and balloon energy. At a given iteration, a
neighborhood of each vertex was examined and the vertex
moved to the point that minimized the energy function. De-
tails of the AC segmentation method and our implementa-
tions can be found in the literature.11,20–22

Our previous studies indicated that the performance of the
AC segmentation depends on the initialization of the model.
If the initialization is far away from the mass boundary, the
AC segmentation may not be able to completely locate the
mass boundary. Two examples are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In
Fig. 5, the initialization of the AC model �Fig. 5�g�� is far
away from the mass boundary and the AC segmentation fails
to locate the mass boundary, as shown in Fig. 5�h�. Figure 6
shows that, with a proper initialization �Fig. 6�g��, the AC
model was able to move the initial contour close to the true
mass boundary �Fig. 6�h��.

To reduce the dependence of the performance of the AC
segmentation on initialization, a two-stage AC segmentation
was proposed. The first-stage AC used the contour of the
preliminary mass region as an initialization for the object
contour. The result of the AC segmentation was examined
according to a criterion, which was defined on the basis of
the image intensity gradient magnitude along the resulting
contour. Let �iv , jv� denote vertices of the first-stage AC re-
sult, where v=1,2 , . . . ,V and V is the total number of verti-
ces. At each vertex v, the average image gradient magnitude
of v and four interpolated points between the v and v+1
were computed and denoted as uv. The gradient magnitude
was calculated using the method developed in our previous
work.11 The mean and the standard deviation of uv �v
=1,2 , . . . ,V�, m̄grad and �grad, were calculated. If vertices v
and v+1 were close to the mass boundary, the value of uv
was expected to be high. If the resulting contour located
most part of the mass boundary but missed several small
portions, the values of uv for vertices on these small portions
would be lower than that of vertices near the mass boundary.
Hence, we examined uv for each vertex and locally adjusted
those neighboring vertices whose uv were less than a thresh-
old. In our implementation, at each vertex v, uv was com-
pared to m̄grad−�grad. If three or more neighboring vertices
were found to have a uv less than m̄grad−�grad, the vertices
corresponding to these points were moved to minimize a
simplified energy function, which contained only two terms,
the gradient magnitude energy and the curvature energy,
while other vertices were fixed. The definitions of these en-
ergy terms were the same as those in our previous

11
implementation. If there were less than three neighboring
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vertices with uv less than m̄grad−�grad or the vertices did not
neighbor to each other, these vertices were not moved. For
each vertex requiring adjustment, we defined a search region
in which we searched for the point that minimized the energy
function and moved the vertex to that point. As shown in Fig.
7, the search region for each vertex was a rectangular region
normal to the line segment between the two ends of the
string of vertices that needed adjustment and constrained by
the image border. After these local adjustments, a second-
stage AC segmentation was performed using the adjusted
contour as initialization. The image intensity gradient mag-
nitude along the first- and the second-stage AC boundaries
were compared. The one with higher average gradient mag-
nitude along the contour was chosen as the final result.

Figures 5�i� and 6�i� show examples of the adjusted con-
tour after the first-stage AC segmentation. In Fig. 5�i�, the
contour was adjusted because some segments were away
from the mass boundary and exhibited low gradient magni-
tude. It can be observed that the adjustment moved the ver-
tices with low gradient magnitude close to the mass bound-
ary that had a higher gradient magnitude. In Fig. 6�i�, the
lower right corner of the contour was adjusted because it had
low gradient magnitude due to shadowing. Figures 5�j� and
6�j� show the result of the second-stage AC segmentation. In
both cases, the second-stage AC segmentation was chosen as
the final segmentation result. For comparison, Figs. 5�k� and
6�k� show R1’s manual segmentation, and Figs. 5�l� and 6�l�
show R2’s manual segmentation.

II.E. Feature extraction and classification

It is difficult to have ground truth for lesion segmentation
because it is cost prohibitive to correlate boundaries seen on
pathological slides with those seen on images. Radiologists’
manual segmentation provides a reference standard but it in-
volves subjective judgment and intra- and interobserver
variations. Alternatively, since the main purpose of segmen-
tation in CAD is to extract features for lesion characteriza-
tion, the classification accuracy and consistency can be used
as criteria to determine if the segmentation is adequate. To

mass
boundary

vertex

segmentation
result

search
region

v

v+1

interpolated
points image

border

FIG. 7. The adjustment of the first-stage AC segmentation result.
investigate the performance of mass characterization, we ex-
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tracted texture, width-to-height, and posterior shadowing
features based on the computer segmentation and manual
segmentation by radiologists. The extraction methods for
these features have been described in detail previously.11 A
linear discriminant analysis �LDA� �Ref. 23� classifier with
stepwise feature selection was designed to classify the
masses as malignant or benign using a two-fold cross vali-
dation method. The two data subsets T1 and T2 described in
Sec. II A served once as the training and once as the test
partition in the two cycles of two-fold cross validation. The
stepwise feature selection process uses three threshold val-
ues, Fin, Fout, and tolerance, based on the F statistics, for
feature entry, feature elimination, and tolerance of correla-
tion for feature selection, respectively. Since the appropriate
values of these thresholds were not known a priori, they
were estimated from the training set using a leave-one-case-
out resampling method and simplex optimization. This pro-
cedure has been described in more detail previously.24 The
chosen Fin, Fout, and tolerance values were then used to se-
lect a set of features from the training subset, and the weights
for the LDA classifier were also estimated from the training
subset. The test subset was thus independent of the classifier
training in each cross validation cycle. In the test set, the
LDA scores of the same mass seen on different images were
averaged and were analyzed using the ROC methodology.25

The classification performance was measured in terms of the
area Az under the ROC curve. Computer segmentation was
initialized two times: First with R1’s initialization point and
second with R2’s initialization point. Two-fold cross valida-
tion was performed for both initializations.

II.F. Radiologists’ classification

Figures 2�a� and 2�b� show the distribution of LM ratings
provided by two radiologists for all masses in each image. To
compare the performance of the classifiers to radiologists’
visual assessment of the masses, the LM ratings of a radiolo-
gist for different views of the same mass were averaged, and
an Az value was estimated based on these average ratings.

II.G. Performance measures of segmentation

To quantify the performance of the computer segmenta-
tion, we used two area overlap measures and one area error
measure.22,26 Let A represent the area of the evaluated seg-
mentation and Aref represent the area of the reference seg-
mentation. AOR1 is defined as the ratio of the intersection
area of the two segmentations relative to the area of the
reference segmentation:

AOR1�A,Aref� =
	A � Aref	

	Aref	
. �9�

AOR2 is defined as the ratio of the intersection area to the

union area of the two segmentations:
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AOR2�A,Aref� =
	A � Aref	
	A � Aref	

, �10�

where 	 · 	 denotes cardinality. The area error measure �AEM�
is defined as the percentage of area error for the evaluated
segmentation area:

AEM�A,Aref� =
	A	 − 	Aref	

	Aref	
� 100% . �11�

II.H. Sensitivity to initialization

Our algorithm is initialized using a manually identified
point approximately at the mass center. Since there will be
variation in identifying the mass center by the user of the
segmentation method, we investigated the sensitivity of our
algorithm to the variation of the mass center identified by the
two radiologists. An offset of 	R, 0, or −	R was added to
the abscissa and ordinate of each radiologist’s initialization
point. Thus, a total of nine locations were investigated �in-
cluding the identified mass center�. The offset was deter-
mined by the size of the mass. Based on the area of radiolo-
gist’s segmentation, A�, the equivalent radius of a mass, R�,
was estimated by

R� =�A�

�
. �12�

The offset was determined as

	R = � · R�. �13�

The value of � was computed using two sets of mass centers
identified by the two radiologists. One radiologist’s segmen-
tation result was used as reference, from which the radius of
the mass, R�, was obtained. The value of 	R was calculated
as the distance between the mass centers identified by the
two radiologists. From Eq. �13�, � was computed in each
image. Over the set of masses, the value of � was found to be
0.21�0.22 and 0.22�0.22 �mean�sd� for using R1’s and
R2’s segmentations as reference to estimate R�, respectively.
To investigate the sensitivity of the segmentation method to
the variation of initialization, � was chosen as 0.2.

III. RESULTS

III.A. Evaluation of final segmentation

Since the two radiologists provided mass outlines, both
R1’s and R2’s manual segmentations could be used as the
reference. In the first comparison, both the computer seg-
mentation and R2’s segmentation were evaluated with R1’s
manual segmentation serving as the reference. The AORs �or
AEM� of the computer and R2 were compared for each
mass. In the second comparison, the roles of R1 and R2 were
reversed, so that both the computer segmentation and R1’s
segmentation were evaluated with R2’s manual segmentation
serving as the reference. When R1’s segmentation was used

as the reference, the mass center identified by R1 was used as
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the initialization point, and likewise for R2’s segmentation.
The results of the first and second comparisons are shown in
Tables I and II, respectively.

The computer segmentation exhibited a high overlap with
radiologists’ segmentation, as shown in Tables I and II.
When R1 was used as the reference, computer segmentation
had AOR1 and AOR2 values of 0.82�0.16 and 0.74�0.14,
respectively. When R2 was used as the reference, the corre-
sponding values were 0.84�0.18 and 0.71�0.16. However,
the agreement between the radiologists’ segmentations were
higher, with AOR1 and AOR2 values of 0.84�0.16 and
0.76�0.15 when R1 was used as the reference and
0.91�0.12 and 0.76�0.15 when R2 was used as the refer-
ence. The overlap between computer-vs-radiologist segmen-
tation was compared to that between radiologist-vs-
radiologist segmentation using a paired test. For example, if
R1 was used as the reference and AOR1 was used as the
overlap criterion, then AOR1 between the computer and R1
for a mass would constitute the first sample of the pair, and
AOR1 between R2 and R1 for the same mass would consti-
tute the second sample. Since the normal probability plot of
the paired differences did not form a straight line, which
indicated that the paired differences were not normally dis-
tributed, we used the Wilcoxon signed rank test, which is a
nonparametric equivalent of the paired t-test for the statisti-
cal comparison. Our results indicate that the overlaps �AOR1

and AOR2� between the two radiologists were significantly
larger than that between the computer and a radiologist
�p�0.03, Tables I and II�.

In terms of mass size, R1 segmented a larger mass area
than R2. AEMs between the two radiologists were
−2%�29% and 17%�36%, when R1 and R2 served as the
reference, respectively. AEM between the computer and R1
was −6%�29%, and that between the computer and R2 was
5%�38%. The computer-segmented mass area was there-
fore, on average, smaller than that of R1 but larger than that
of R2. When R1 was used as the reference, the difference in
AEM between the computer and R2 did not reach statistical

TABLE I. Comparison of the computer-vs-R1 segmentation and R2-vs-R1
segmentation.

AOR1 AOR2

AEM
�%�

Computer vs R1 0.82�0.16 0.74�0.14 −6�29
R2 vs R1 0.84�0.16 0.76�0.15 −2�29
p value �0.03 �0.01 0.45

TABLE II. Comparison of the computer-vs-R2 segmentation and R1-vs-R2
segmentation.

AOR1 AOR2

AEM
�%�

Computer vs R2 0.84�0.18 0.71�0.16 5�38
R1 vs R2 0.91�0.12 0.76�0.15 17�36
p value �0.01 �0.01 �0.01
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significance. When R2 was used as the reference, the com-
puter had significantly lower AEM than R1 �p�0.01, Wil-
coxon signed rank test�.

The distribution of the three measures of computer seg-
mentation are shown in Fig. 8 for R1 and R2 serving as the
reference. To evaluate the fraction of successful segmenta-
tion, a threshold of 0.5 for AOR2 was chosen such that the
segmentation was regarded as “successful” if AOR2 ex-
ceeded the threshold. The AOR2 measure was chosen based
on the study by Horsch et al.14 but a more strict threshold
�0.5 instead of 0.4� was used to rate the segmentation as
successful. The computer segmentation successfully seg-
mented masses in 94% �459/488� and 89% �434/488� of the
images when R1 and R2 served as the reference, respec-
tively.

III.B. Effect of second-stage AC

To evaluate whether the second-stage AC segmentation is
useful, we computed the AORs �AOR1 and AOR2� of the
first-stage AC and final stage AC using the same radiologist’s
segmentation as reference and compared the AOR values of
the two stages. When R1 was used as the reference, the first-
stage AC segmentation had AOR1 and AOR2 values of
0.81�0.16 and 0.73�0.14, respectively. The first-stage
AORs were significantly lower than the corresponding AORs
of the final AC segmentation, the AOR1 and AOR2 values of
which were 0.82�0.16 and 0.74�0.14, respectively �p
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�0.02�. When R2 was used as the reference, the first-stage
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AORs were 0.83�0.18 and 0.71�0.16, respectively. AOR1

was significantly lower �p=0.03� but AOR2 showed no sig-
nificant difference �p=0.23� when compared with the corre-
sponding AORs of the final AC segmentation, the AOR1 and
AOR2 values of which were 0.84�0.18 and 0.71�0.16, re-
spectively. For masses for which the final segmentation made
a substantial difference in the AORs compared to those of the
first-stage AC segmentation, the effect of the final segmenta-
tion was largely beneficial. When R1 was used as the refer-
ence, there were 24 images for which AOR1 of the first-stage
segmentation differed from that of the final segmentation by
more than �0.1. In 19 of these images, the final segmenta-
tion had a higher AOR1, while in the remaining 5 images, the
first-stage segmentation had higher AOR1. Corresponding
comparisons for other pairings of radiologists and AOR mea-
sures are summarized in Table III.

III.C. Classification evaluation

Figure 9 compares the test ROC curves for classifiers
based on feature spaces extracted from R1’s manual segmen-
tation and computer segmentation with R1’s initialization
point. Figure 9�a� shows the test results for the first cycle of
cross validation �train on T1, test on T2�, for which the test
Az values were 0.90�0.03 and 0.89�0.03 for R1’s manual
segmentation and computer segmentation, respectively. Fig-
ure 9�b� shows the test results for the second cycle of cross
validation �train on T2, test on T1�, for which the corre-
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tively. Also shown in Fig. 9�a� is the ROC curve derived
from the LM ratings of R1 for the test set �T2�, which had an
Az value of 0.90�0.03. Since R1 was not blinded to the
pathology reports before she provided LM ratings for T1, the
corresponding ROC curve was not plotted for Fig. 9�b�. Fig-
ure 10 is the counterpart of Fig. 9 by switching the roles of
R1 and R2. The Az values are summarized in Table IV. The
difference between the Az values of the ROC curves in each
of Figs. 9�a�, 9�b�, 10�a�, and 10�b� did not reach statistical
significance �p�0.05� as estimated by the CLABROC pro-
gram.

III.D. Sensitivity to initialization

To investigate the sensitivity of the segmentation method
to the initialization point, we implemented the segmentation
method based on nine seed points in the vicinity of the radi-
ologist’s initialization point, computed the average of these
nine segmentation results, and compared it with the segmen-
tation result based on radiologist’s initialization point. Table
V summarizes the comparison result, in which two sets of
comparisons were performed based on R1’s and R2’s initial-
ization point. When compared with the segmentation based
on radiologist’s initialization point, the average of the nine
segmentations showed a slightly lower performance. The de-
crease in AORs �AOR1 and AOR2� ranged from 0.03 to 0.04.
The AEM was the same for R1’s initialization point but in-
creased from 5% to 8% for R2’s initialization point. The
success segmentation ratio �AOR2�0.5� averaged over the
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TABLE III. Number of images for which the area overlap between the first-s
compared to that between the final segmentation and the reference radiolog

Reference
radiologist

AOR1�Afinal ,Aref�
�AOR1�Afirst ,Aref�+0.1

AOR1�Afirst,A
�AOR1�Afinal,A

R1 19 5
R2 22 3
of R1. The difference in the Az values between pairs of ROC curves for each tes
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nine seed points decreased from 94% to 88% for R1 serving
as reference and from 89% to 85% for R2 serving as refer-
ence.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, we developed an automated method to seg-
ment breast masses on US images, which only requires a
manually identified point approximately at the mass center as
input. Initial mass boundary points were automatically esti-
mated by searching for the maximum gradient points in a
sequence of concentric rings of various shapes and sizes cen-
tered at this initialization point. This search method used the
total gradient strength in a given ring to identify the most
likely mass boundary region rather than the individual maxi-
mum gradient along an entire radial line, thus reducing the
chance of choosing spurious high gradient points as initial
mass boundary points. This is one of the most important
steps that we designed to improve the robustness of segmen-
tation in the noisy US image background. Although the ini-
tial mass boundary points detected by the maximum gradient
search method were not used to initialize the AC, they played
a vital role in the automated extraction of the proper ROI to
contain the mass. The ROI affected all subsequent steps, in-
cluding the selection of the variance of the inverse Gaussian
function, the region for clustering that determined the AC
initialization, and the region for finding the final mass
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boundary by AC segmentation. Therefore, the detected initial
mass boundary points had a direct impact on the final seg-
mentation result.

Our results indicate that the computer segmentation had a
large overlap with radiologists’ manual segmentation and had
a relatively small percentage area error �Tables I and II�. The
relationship between the three measures �AOR1, AOR2, and
AEM� evaluated in this paper has been explored previously,
and it is known that any two of these measures are sufficient
to determine the third and a few other performance
measures.22,26 Since there is no consensus as to whether
AOR1 or AOR2 might be more informative as a measure of
the performance of a segmentation method relative to a ref-
erence, both overlap measures were evaluated.

In many applications in medical image interpretation, in-
cluding segmentation, there is no absolute gold standard.
Therefore, using a single radiologist’s manual outline as the
gold standard may provide an incomplete assessment of the
accuracy of the computer segmentation. In this study, we
attempted to address this problem by obtaining manual out-
lines from two radiologists and comparing the agreement
between the computer and a radiologist to that between two
radiologists. Our results indicated that when AOR1 or AOR2

TABLE IV. Two-fold cross validation test Az values for the feature spaces
segmentation initialized with the reference radiologist’s initialization point.
T2 and R2 was blinded to the pathology report when she provided LM ratin
significance �p value� in the difference between the Az values based on manu
on LM ratings and computer segmentation are also shown.

Reference
radiologist

Az �test set: T2�

Manual
segmentation

Computer
segmentation LM ratin

R1 0.90�0.03 �p=0.40� 0.89�0.03 0.90�0.03 �p
R2 0.89�0.03 �p=0.53� 0.88�0.03
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was used to evaluate the segmentation, the agreement be-
tween the radiologists was significantly higher than that be-
tween the computer and either one of the radiologists. The
differences in the mean AORs between computer-vs-
radiologist and the corresponding radiologist-vs-radiologist
shown in Tables I and II ranged from 0.02 to 0.07, which was
smaller than the standard deviations shown in the same
tables. This indicates that there was a small but consistent
difference between computer-vs-radiologist overlaps and
radiologist-vs-radiologist overlaps for each mass. When
AEM was used to evaluate the segmentation and R1 served
as the reference, the difference between the computer and R2
did not reach statistical significance, and when the roles of
R1 and R2 were reversed, the computer had significantly
lower area error compared to R1. The AEM measure indi-
cates that the mass area automatically segmented by the
computer was within the inter-radiologist variation in this
study.

To reduce the dependence of the performance of AC seg-
mentation on initialization, we proposed a two-stage AC seg-
mentation. Our results indicate that the second-stage seg-
mentation was useful. In terms of the overlaps with R1, the
final segmentation had significantly higher AOR1 and AOR2

cted from the reference radiologist’s manual segmentation and computer
R1 was blinded to the pathology report when she provided LM ratings for
T1, the Az values derived from these ratings are also shown. The statistical
mentation and computer segmentation and that between the Az values based

Az �test set: T1�

Manual
segmentation

Computer
segmentation LM rating

4� 0.87�0.03 �p=0.37� 0.92�0.02
0.88�0.03 �p=0.37� 0.90�0.03 0.91�0.02 �p=0.57�
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than the first-stage AC segmentation. When R2 was used as
reference, one overlap measure �AOR1� for the final segmen-
tation was significantly higher than that for the first-stage AC
segmentation but the other overlap measure �AOR2� did not
show a significant difference. Our results also indicate that,
in those images where there was a substantial difference �a
difference in absolute overlap of 0.1 or larger� between the
AORs of the final segmentation and the first-stage AC seg-
mentation, the final segmentation was largely superior �Table
III�. The percentage of images where there existed a substan-
tial difference was less than 6%, which indicates that the
AORs obtained from the first-stage and final AC segmenta-
tion were similar in most images.

We use an AOR2 threshold of 0.5 to evaluate the fraction
of successful segmentation. The computer segmentation was
successful in 94% and 89% of the images when R1 and R2
served as the reference, respectively. The reasons for seg-
mentation failures included indistinctive mass boundary,
strong edge of the surrounding tissue, and complicated struc-
tures inside the mass.

Table IV summarizes the case-based test Az values of
classifiers designed based on feature spaces formed from
computer segmentation and radiologists’ manual segmenta-
tion and that derived from radiologists’ LM ratings. The Az

values of the classifiers based on computer segmentation did
not show a significant difference from the corresponding
classifiers based on manual segmentation and those derived
from radiologist’s blinded visual assessment. This indicates
that our current classification method, which uses texture,
posterior shadowing, and width-to-height features as input,
may be robust to small variations in segmentation. Future
work includes the investigation of the dependence of classi-
fication accuracy on segmentation when morphological fea-
tures that describe the shape of the segmented mass are in-
cluded in the feature space. To derive a mass-based ROC
curve, the LM ratings by radiologist or the LDA scores by
the computer classifier for two different views of the same
mass were averaged. In a clinical examination, more than
two views are often examined, and the integration of the
information by radiologists is usually more complex than

TABLE V. Sensitivity of the computer segmentation t
result based on radiologists’ initialization point and th
nine variations of radiologists’ initialization point we

Initialization point

R1’s initialization point 0
Average of computer segmentations based on
nine variations of R1’s initialization point 0
R2’s initialization point 0
Average of computer segmentations based on
nine variations of R2’s initialization point 0
averaging the level of suspicion from different views. As a
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result, the Az values obtained from the radiologists’ visual
assessment in this study may not represent the true perfor-
mance of the radiologists.

The computer segmentation was initialized by a manually
identified point approximately at the mass center. Some of
our processing steps, e.g., the determination of the approxi-
mate ROI containing the mass and multiplication by an in-
verse Gaussian function, depended on this initialization
point. Different initialization points would therefore result in
different computer segmentation. Since the initialization
point is subject to inter- and intra-observer variations, it is
important to examine the sensitivity of the automated seg-
mentation to this variation. We simulated intra-observer
variation by initializing the computer segmentation with nine
seed points in the vicinity of the radiologists’ initialization
point and compared the average AORs, AEM, and success
segmentation ratio from these nine seeds to the correspond-
ing values obtained from the original initialization point. The
variation range of the initialization point was chosen as 0.2
of the mass size, which was estimated from the variation
between two radiologists’ initialization points. The average
measures showed slightly worse performance, indicating that
the variation of initialization point had an effect on the seg-
mentation result, although this effect was small within a rea-
sonable variation range of the initialization point.

Our study had a number of limitations. First, the US im-
ages in our data set were acquired using the same US ma-
chine. In our future work, we will investigate whether our
new automated segmentation method would perform simi-
larly for images acquired using different US machines. Sec-
ond, in a breast US examination, many images of the mass
are often acquired to more completely characterize the mass.
In our study, only two orthogonal views that best depict the
lesion were selected by the radiologists. The performance of
our computer system on other views is a topic for future
study. Third, all masses in our data set were biopsy proven,
which means that masses that were not suspicious enough to
be recommended for biopsy, e.g., those that were determined
to be simple cysts by US, were not included. Although we
expect that the performance of our system on cystic masses

iation of initialization point. Computer segmentation
rage of nine computer segmentation results based on
mpared.

1 AOR2

AEM
�%�

Success ratio
�AOR2�0.5�

�%�

0.16 0.74�0.14 −6�29 0.94

0.19 0.70�0.17 −6�34 0.88
0.18 0.71�0.16 5�38 0.89

0.19 0.68�0.17 8�42 0.85
o var
e ave
re co

AOR

.82�

.78�

.84�

.81�
would be at least comparable to that on our current data set
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because most cysts have high contrast and sharp boundaries,
this would have to be verified with an independent data set
that includes all types of masses.

V. CONCLUSION

We designed and evaluated an automated method to seg-
ment breast masses on ultrasound images, which automati-
cally estimates an initial boundary for AC segmentation
based on a manually identified seed point approximately at
the mass center. A two-stage AC method iteratively refined
the initial contour and performed self-examination and cor-
rection on the segmentation result. We evaluated the perfor-
mance of the automated method by comparing the computer
segmentation to the manual segmentation by two radiolo-
gists. Although the computer segmentation exhibited high
agreement with radiologists’ segmentation, the results be-
tween the two radiologists were more consistent. The newly
designed two-stage segmentation method significantly im-
proved the agreement with radiologists’ segmentation com-
pared to the single-stage AC segmentation. Feature spaces
were formed based on computer segmentation and radiolo-
gists’ manual segmentation, and classifiers were designed to
characterize masses as malignant or benign based on each
feature space. The difference between the classifier perfor-
mances based on the two feature spaces did not reach statis-
tical significance, indicating that our CAD system performs
similarly whether it uses experienced radiologist’s segmenta-
tion or our newly developed computer segmentation.
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